Daring, wild and round – Mitzi Blue is setting the trend.
Josef Zotter, the innovative Austrian bean to bar chocolate maker, is once again set to stir the
chocolate world with his daring, wild & “round” creations. In-spite of receiving an award from the
Academy of Chocolate, Josef has gone back to the kitchen and completely re-invented the whole Mitzi
Blue range.
Mitzi Blue is a range of 29 exciting circular chocolates with a daring twist. The captivating titles, cool
designs and the innovative Mitzi-Mix set this chocolate apart from anything you have tasted before.
Each Mitzi Blue has a contrasting Mini Mitzi in the centre; a round chocolate with a surprise in the
middle. Here are just a few from the range of 29 standard & seasonal varieties:
Jazz & Blues.
Dark chocolate 80% & 90% Milk-free, vegan
Dark, strong and wild. Racy dark chocolate with 80% cocoa
content and caramelised chilli cocoa nibs in a jam session
with a 90% cocoa Mini Mitzi

Indian Chai.
Dark chocolate with caramel, chilli & ginger
Kick back and relax with the genuine Indian cocoa from
Kerala with a cocoa content of 68%. In the centre caramel
chocolate gets together with ginger and chilli.

Paparazzi. – For overs 18s only!
Creme chocolate & raspberry nipples
The hottest chocolate of all times: a raspberry chocolate
‘nipple’ decorates a smooth crème de la crème chocolate
and is sprinkled with rose petals.

Keith Lowe, the Managing Director of Zotter Chocolate says “We’re really excited about this range. As
a bean to bar chocolate maker we are free to create what truly excites us and not just follow the trends
set by others. The Mitzi Blue range is visually stunning and the chocolate lives up to the expectations
set by the packaging.
Everything that Zotter makes is both Organic & Fairtrade but the company’s innovation doesn’t stop
with the chocolate. Each Mitzi Blue is packed in environmentally friendly packaging made from CO2neutral card and organic plastic, which is 100% biodegradable. Good chocolate doesn’t have to cost
the earth!

